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Who are we 

I was apart of my 8-member 
Cross-Campus Capstone 
Classroom (C4) Summer 
Sprint team. It was an 

interdisciplinary community-
focused capstone project from 
May to June 2022. It involved 

our partners IBM and the 
Canadian Civil Liberties 

Association (CCLA). 

The challenge question was: 

“How can “smart” cities draw 
upon new approaches and 
new perspectives to better 
address SDG 1 (No Poverty) 

and the specific needs of 
residents from lower income 

levels, who have been 
disproportionately impacted 

by COVID-19?”

What we did

▪ We went live on A1 Morning 
Show (A1早晨) with our radio 
talk show segment

▪ We created a Facebook page to 
interact with the community 

What I learned

• How to work with people from
different academic majors 

• How to pivot due to our 
constraints 

• How to effectively 
communicate with 
stakeholders 

• Active listening
• Research skills

What I contributed

Example 1: Promotion material

Example 3: Community engagement

My reflection

• It was a wonderful experience, very different 
from my courses as a math major

• Many challenges namely lack of time 
• Meeting new people is great
• I decided to do C4 again in the F/W 22-23 

semester 
• For the most part, my team and I meshed well
• My advice, go enroll and experience C4 

Neo The Meow Lion, the team mascot

Conclusion

I would encourage anyone that is interested to 
explore C4 and EE to grasp such a unique 

opportunity. You will be exposed to a sea of
learning experiences with support along the way. 
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Example 2: Infographics
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